
From: consuelo apolo-gonsalves
To: DLNR.BLNR.Testimony
Subject: [EXTERNAL] NO to Kaanapali Beach Replenishment
Date: Tuesday, October 19, 2021 9:29:05 PM

Aloha my name is Consuelo Apolo-Gonsalves I am born and raised my family is generational
here NO MORE REPLENISHMENTS to our beaches enough catering for these Tourists I
disagree to everything you guys want to do and I don't want any of my tax money going
towards this try listen to the people of this Aina soooo much changes we don't have limu ogo
what tourists call seaweed..vana (uni) has disappeared b4 we could get it anywhere on our
ocean floors but now there's nothing 
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Get Outlook for Android
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October 20, 2021


RE: Enforcement and Penalties against Twogood Kayaks


Aloha Chairperson Case and all Members of the Land Board,


I am a resident of Kailua and am asking the Board to issue the maximum penalty of $25,000 to 
Twogood Kayaks (TKH). Although this hearing is only addressing 5 recent violations under HAR 
section 13-256-3, please allow me to share a snapshot of the extensive history of Bob 
Twogood’s sense of entitlement and impunity evidenced by his blatant disregard of State laws, 
City ordinances, and conditions of his own commercial permits.


City Ordinance Violations 
Starting in 2010, the Kailua community worked on county level legislation as a result of kayak 
vendors overtaking Kailua Beach Park, turning parking lots and picnic areas into personal 
satellite storefronts. Turf wars ensued and public access was encroached. In 2012, Ordinance 
12-2 went into effect following two years of packed public hearings. The resulting law 
prohibited all commercial activity at Kailua and Kalama beach park, including the delivery of 
kayaks by employees to the shoreline. The commercial ban also prohibits kayak tour guides 
from assisting tours on park property. 


TKH could no longer legally transport customers or watersports equipment to the beach park 
affecting his most profitable and expensive tour packages. While other kayak companies 
complied with the new laws and adjusted their business models accordingly, TKH began using 
loopholes to skirt the law. One work around was having guides meet tours in the water. Another 
was asking unsuspecting tour groups for a “volunteer” to drive company trucks stacked with 
kayaks from his shop to the beach parks where customers had to unload kayaks themselves, 
drag it to the ocean, and launch unassisted into the water to meet their guides. This was bad 
for business, reflected in online reviews, and TKH quickly reverted back to illegal business 
practices, doing anything they could to evade enforcement.


Besides illegal activity at the beach park, TKH conducted large tours and kayak delivery to the 
beach right-of-ways in the residential neighborhood of Lanikai. Groups would receive lessons 
by tour guides on the beach and later return to have picnic lunches. TKH was threatened with 
significant fines in a letter sent by the Land Division in 2012 if he did not immediately cease the 
unauthorized activity on State unencumbered lands at both Kailua and Lanikai beaches. 


Twogood has a habit of illegally exploiting resources for profit until he faces large fines.


TKH employees acquired numerous citations from HPD for violating ROH Chapter 10 Sections 
10-1, 2, & 3: Illegal commercial activity in City parks. Bob Twogood has personally received 
citations from 2012 to present that can be viewed at the Hawaii Judiciary website. The 
following are just a few of his cases:


• 1DCC-12-00099

• 1DTC-12-048424

• 1DCC-17-0015317

• 1DTP-19-047161

• 1DTP-19-04001 


Illegal commercial activity in parks are criminal counts so cases end up in district court. 
Unfortunately, some citations were dismissed without prejudice, further frustrating HPD and the 
community. 


https://www.honolulu.gov/rep/site/dpr/rules/ROH_Chapter__10.pdf
https://www.courts.state.hi.us/legal_references/records/jims_system_availability


State Permit Violations 
Commercial landings on the offshore islets of Mokulua and Popoia in Kailua Bay require on-line 
permits through DOFAW. TKH has been in violation of the following permit conditions:


• Permittees must hold all necessary county permits to operate a commercial enterprise. 
TKH does not hold necessary County permits as explained above.


• Permittees are solely responsible for ensuring the safety of their customers when 
visiting State Wildlife Sanctuaries and ensuring ocean conditions are safe for kayak 
transit. TKH not only advertises guided tours outside the permitted access boundaries within 
the sanctuary on Mokunui island, they operate in bad weather conditions as evidenced in 
their own Facebook posts and customer reviews.


The use of public and natural resources by private businesses is a privilege, however, TKH 
operates as if it’s his personal right. TKH’s illegal business practices are evidenced by lengthy 
records of documented violations including those captured with the DLNR tip app.


Twogood has been a bad actor in Kailua for decades but has never faced meaningful penalties 
or consequences. $25,000 does not adequately reflect the habitual illegal actions of Bob 
Twogood and he should never be given the opportunity to hold a commercial use permit again. 
The refusal of Twogood Kayaks to comply with State and County laws is a clear indication of a 
greed driven business that will do anything for a profit. It is the responsibility and duty of this 
Board to finally hold Bob Twogood accountable for years of intentional, illegal business 
practices. 


Mahalo for the opportunity to testify,

Lisa Cates

Kailua Oahu










Cliff jumping located 
outside permitted area 
frequented by TKH guided 
tours.

Aerial photo of Mokunui showing boundaries in the sanctuary for access by commercial kayakers and tour 
groups. Photo taken from the DOFAW on-line portal for Commercial Vessel Landing Permits.

https://dofaw.ehawaii.gov/permitting/
https://dofaw.ehawaii.gov/permitting/


TKH Facebook post showing guided tour snorkeling and cliff jumping behind the island in areas 
outside the access boundary of DOFAW permit.



Post on TKH Facebook page. Guided tour outside boundary of their permit. Notice how extremely rough the 
water is and large surf crashing over the rocks, putting customers at great risk of getting swept into the ocean . 



TKH Facebook page posted March 11 2020 of illegal instruction on State unencumbered lands at Kailua Beach, 
violation of HAR 13-221-35.



DOCARE issued citation on 8/24/2017 at Kahana Bay for illegal commercial activity.






2012 Letter directing Bob Twogood to stop unauthorized commercial activity at Kailua and Lanikai beaches.



 

One of three TKH trucks used to deliver kayaks to Kailua Beach park.





From: Terry Galpin
To: DLNR.BLNR.Testimony
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Two good Kayak Testimony
Date: Monday, October 18, 2021 10:00:11 AM

Aloha,

In regards to Two Good Kayak operating without a permit. Please note I am in favor of the
proposed fine. There are far to many companies operating illegally, especially now. The
permit process was put into place for a reason and this company has been operating not only in
Kailua but also in Kahana Bay. They have zero regards for the rules and regulations. The only
way to stop them and others is to issue big fines as a consequence. 

Mahalo,
Theresa Galpin
808-372-8131

mailto:terrygalpin@gmail.com
mailto:blnr.testimony@hawaii.gov
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October 22, 2021 
 

 
Chairperson Case and Members of the Board, 
 
Thank you for opportunity to provide testimony today on item J-6, the request for Administrative 
Enforcement and Penalties against Twogood Kayaks Hawaii, Inc. 
 
This is the first time in my thirteen years serving in elected office that I write on an enforcement 
action such as this. Weighing in on behalf of our community is a step I do not take lightly, but 
that I do today out of great frustration.  
 
I am writing in strong support of action imposing penalties, including rescinding operating 
permits, against a commercial operator who has knowingly, blatantly, and repeatedly violated the 
law and rules at the expense of our community for personal profit for over a decade. Twogood 
Kayaks Hawaii, Inc. has gone further than any other illegal commercial operator and more 
brazenly defied the provisions set in place to ensure a safe and appropriate public environment at 
our beach parks and community.  
 
No matter the law or rules, or how they have changed, this operator has tried time and time 
again, for many years, to continue maximizing profit by operating illegally. This includes renting 
equipment to individuals that has led to unsafe conditions, misleading customers into believing 
what they were purchasing was legal, operating without proper permits and approvals, engaging 
in physical confrontations with local residents, and an unending litany of violations without 
regard for our community. Twogood Kayaks Hawaii, Inc. has likely earned hundreds of 
thousands of dollars in profit from illegal activities as a result and continues to operate illegally 
without hesitation. 
 
I strongly support action to resolve and deter this illegal activity to ensure the interests of the 
people in our community are protected and our laws and rules upheld. No one should be allowed 
to get away with such blatant violations of the law for so very long for personal gain, and 
especially not when it negatively impacts our community. 
 
Mahalo for the opportunity to provide this testimony today. 
  
 
 
Chris Lee 
State Senator 



Oral/Written Testimony on Agenda Item J.6.
October 22, 2021 BLNR Meeting

Submitted by Sarah Gilman Sur, Kailua Resident

Aloha kākou.

Mahalo, Chairperson Case and Land Board members for allowing me the opportunity to provide
testimony today in support of DOBOR's request for enforcement and penalties against Twogood
Kayaks Hawai‘i, Inc. (TKH) for violations against HAR Sections 13-256-3. My name is Sarah
Gilman Sur, and I am a Kailua resident here on O‘ahu. I live on Kailua Beach behind Kalapawai
Market, right at the entrance to Kailua Beach Park. My family has resided here on our
beachfront property since the 1930s and have been caretakers and stewards of Kailua Beach,
Kailua Beach Park, and Kailua Bay.

I am asking that the Land Board issue the maximum penalty of $25,000 to TKH. I personally feel
that this penalty is but a fraction of the cost that TKH should be paying. In addition to the five
incidents cited by DOBOR in its submission to you today, I have witnessed and documented
additional incidents on the following days:

● July 14, August 10, August 13, August 16, September 9, and September 13

On these days, I have witnessed TKH employees parking their company trucks loaded with
kayaks in Kailua Beach Park near the Lihiwai Road Bridge (near Buzz’s Restaurant). It is here,
also, where TKH kayak guides meet their customers, unload the kayaks for them, and then
head out onto the bay for a guided tour. Such activity in the beach park is illegal and violates
City Ordinance 12-2 passed in 2012 banning illegal commercial activity in Kailua and Kalama
Beach Park, including the delivery of kayaks to the beach and/or beach park. Offering
commercial guided tours in Kailua Bay without a CUP is also illegal, and which is what you are
being asked to review and weigh upon today.

When I confronted TKH employees in Kailua Beach Park regarding their illegal activity, they
responded with a certain “entitlement,” if you will. They seem to be fully aware that their
activities are illegal, yet couldn’t care one bit about their actions and their impact upon our
community. Commercialization, in general, of our beaches and public parks prior to the
pandemic and during the pandemic is increasingly taking a toll--not only on local residents, but
on our natural resources. Commercial operators, such as TKH, demonstrate zero respect for
such resources and instead choose to exploit them for their bottom line.

This entitled “we don’t care” attitude demonstrated by TKH and other vendors operating illegally
in Kailua Beach Park, the beach itself, and the Bay, is, honestly, not surprising. There has been
a lack of enforcement of the rules banning or regulating such activities both on the part of HPD
and DOCARE. This lack of enforcement gives complete autonomy to such vendors and their
illegal activities.



I would like to further point out why this “we don’t care” attitude demonstrated by TKH and other
vendors is not surprising. In 2017, DOCARE conducted a sting operation on Sammy Perez
Hults, owner of Sammy's Aloha Watersports. Of the many services that Sammy advertises on
his web site, kitesurfing instruction at Kailua Beach is one of his most popular and lucrative
services--despite it being an illegal activity. At the June 23, 2017 BLNR Meeting--where
Chairperson Case, Mr. Yuen and Mr. Gon were present--DOCARE proposed an $11,000 penalty
against Sammy for violating several HAR rules regarding illegal commercial activity. However,
according to the meeting’s minutes, Mr. Yuen made a motion to fine Sammy in violation but to
reduce the fine to $2,500. The reason for the reduced fine, as stated in the minutes, was “It
should be enough to dissuade people from conducting commercial activities without permit.” Mr.
Yuen’s motion was seconded. After further discussion, former Board member Roehrig amended
Mr. Yuen’s motion, reducing the penalty further to $2,000. This new amended motion was
unanimously passed. As for Sammy, this “slap on the wrist” reduced fine was simply written off,
most likely, as a business expense. The next day he was back in Kailua Beach Park and on the
beach providing illegal instruction once again. He’s still there--four years after his appearance
before the Land Board--conducting illegal commercial activity.

So, yes, this “we don’t care” attitude is not surprising coming from TKH employees who continue
to operate knowing that their CUP has expired. Perhaps TKH is hedging their bets that the Land
Board will simply slap their wrist...another business expense write off...and more importantly,
another loss for the residents of Kailua and their waning faith in the responsibility and authority
of the Land Board.

Chairperson Case and Land Board members--The evidence before you is clear and factual.
Egregious violations by TKH have been committed. Fulfill your duty and responsibility and hold
TKH responsible for the full penalty being recommended.

Mahalo for the opportunity to testify.

Sarah Gilman Sur
Kailua Resident

https://dlnr.hawaii.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/B-1-1.pdf
https://dlnr.hawaii.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/B-1-1.pdf
https://sammyshawaii.com/
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